Panel asks how to fix America

By JORDANA HORN

A recent news article proposed to close public schools in order to cut costs. School closures, some of which have already occurred, would likely result in fewer students being educated. How can we balance the need for education and the need for financial savings?

For more information, please see "Closing Schools: A Necessary Evil?" by JORDANA HORN, page 5.
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Poster warns of free speech risks

By GABRIELE MARCOTTI

The University's administration has come under fire for its handling of free speech issues. In particular, the administration's response to a recent demonstration has raised concerns about the university's commitment to free speech. The university administration has been accused of suppressing free speech in an effort to maintain a certain image.

For more information, please see "Free Speech at the University: A Balancing Act" by GABRIELE MARCOTTI, page 5.

Fagin conducts a fireside chat

By LISA LEVYSON

Interim President Claire Fagin conducted a fireside chat with students to discuss the state of the University. The chat was held in the College of Arts and Sciences and was attended by approximately 50 students. Fagin addressed a range of topics, including the University's financial situation, the effects of the global economic crisis, and the University's efforts to maintain a strong academic reputation.

For more information, please see "Fagin fireside chat" by LISA LEVYSON, page 5.

Travelling in threes brings recruiting luck

By CHARLES BERNSTEIN

The University's athletic teams are known for their success in recruiting. This year, the University's basketball team has been particularly successful in recruiting players. The team's success is attributed to the University's strong academic reputation, its location, and its strong financial resources.

For more information, please see "Recruiting Success: The Key to the University's Athletic Programs" by CHARLES BERNSTEIN, page 5.

Inside

By CARA TANAMA

This week, the University community is focusing on preparing for the upcoming election. The University's political science department has arranged a series of events to help students understand the political landscape and make informed voting decisions.

For more information, please see "Election 2012: Understanding the Political Landscape" by CARA TANAMA, page 5.
**Political Science is on upswing**

"We are recruiting successfully in competition with good places. We're playing in the big leagues and getting good people. I think that says something."

*Oliver Williams*

**Political Science Chairperson**

---

**Animal Science group has meeting**

"I am impressed by the overall manner that the administration has made to revitalize the department, said Stonebury, a former U.S. State Department official who strongly wants that in this recruitment and development of the project."

"We want to see the department push hard and construct a center of international and political science and revitalize the undergraduate curriculum and the graduate program."

"The department currently works with many other educational and other institutions."

"The new professors said they are already planning an "International House" that was part of the department in the past, but decided that they would like to continue working on it."

"With the appointments that preceed one another and measures that were made, I recognize the department as having moved in an international direction."

"The University has clearly made a commitment to revitalize."

---

**UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR**

**UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR**

**UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR**

---

**DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN**

---

**Quote of the Day**

"As the day begins, the world has the aura of rationality, or making decisions according to some kind of logic..."

*Andrea King*

---

**Correction and Clarifications**

If you have a comment or question about the stories contained in this edition, e-mail us at: daily@pow.princeton.edu. Daily Pennsylvanian regrets any errors, omissions or lapses in veracity. If you would like to track the status of the stories in this edition, please visit the website of the Daily Pennsylvanian. The Daily Pennsylvanian provides a digital version of this edition for convenient reading. The Daily Pennsylvanian, available to those with an Ethernet connection, is also available in various formats, including Adobe Acrobat. The Daily Pennsylvanian is published Monday through Friday by The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc. in Presbyterian College, 120E College Avenue, Princeton, NJ 08544. The Daily Pennsylvanian is available to those with an Ethernet connection, is also available in various formats, including Adobe Acrobat. The Daily Pennsylvanian is published Monday through Friday by The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc. in Presbyterian College, 120E College Avenue, Princeton, NJ 08544.
Riverboat gambling may become a reality on the Delaware River.

By JORDANA HORN
Daily Pennsylvania Staff Writer

Riverboat gambling, its proponents contend, would be a priceless addition to the city.

Ted Beitchman, head of the Mayor's Commission on Gambling, said, "In the commission's proposals it is clearly stated that the riverfront is a potential to be realized for gambling coming to Philadelphia.

Beitchman and the 16-member committee are currently examining all angles of the issue, from the "legitimate issues" of pushing the measure through the state legislature to the hotels, restaurants and parking lots that would be necessary to accommodate the casino's anticipated crowds.

For years, the bright lights and fast action of Atlantic City casinos have drawn Philadelphians across the Delaware River - a deal that could pay $2 million annually for the riverfront property.

In the meantime, though, Rendell is reluctant to commit large sums to the riverboat gambling project in Philadelphia.

And if all of this seems like preparation, Rendell said, "I hope riverboat gambling is not approved, because although it would be a gamble in its own right, and would prefer to label it as foresight.

But there are those who don't want to take the plunge into conjecture before the time for questions has been set.

Atlantic City casinos...
Fraternity's future becomes shakier still

"We haven't exactly decided what we're doing next," said Bixler. "It's hard. Andy Hunt, secretary of the alumni group, admitted that a main factor which causes students to be wary of Acacia is the negative image associated with the fraternity since Acacia was placed on probation at the spring semester break in 1991.

"The chief liability is the negative reputation we're left with," he said. According to Bixler, alumni at the local and national levels will meet and decide whether the chapter will keep trying to find new members or give up its recognition status in the hopes of returning to the University in a couple of years. Bixler said the chapter would probably lose its recognition with only two brothers, both of whom are seniors.

But DST still had to wait for a sexual harassment incident in 1991. Fagin said the chapter would probably lose its recognition status in the hopes of returning to the University in a couple of years. Bixler said the chapter would probably lose its recognition with only two brothers, both of whom are seniors.

DTC still had to wait for a sexual harassment incident in 1991. Fagin said the chapter would probably lose its recognition status in the hopes of returning to the University in a couple of years. Bixler said the chapter would probably lose its recognition with only two brothers, both of whom are seniors.

U. will host town meeting

TOWNHALL from page 1

"We hear a lot lately about Penn's problems, and we work on the shared goals of the community - our strengths are important, our weaknesses are important, our greatest assets are important too, and our greatest strengths are important," said Fagin. "The town meeting is a way to bring some of us together so we can work on our future, not be trapped by our past," said Fagin.

Since it is an experiment in new technology, the town meeting's format will be kept fairly simple, which means no free sets will be taken on the air. Viewing rooms across campus will be provided for those students who do not have access to the Internet. The town meeting will also be re-run again at different times during the day for those who missed it at 2 pm.

The town meeting is produced and broadcast entirely by student, staff and faculty volunteers from across the University. "We had no trouble finding the talent and expertise to produce this event," Lazerson said. "There were people all over campus with interest and expertise to volunteer for the event." The town meeting is also being supported by a grant from the Office of the Vice President for Undergraduate Affairs.

The excitement of off campus living with on campus convenience.

1 to 6 blocks from Hi Risers. We're the largest student landlord, offering the best selection of quality effic, one, two, three, four & five bdrm. apts., and some roommate spots available. Rentals range from $195.00 to $565.00 monthly per private bedroom.

FEATURES

• Track Lighting

• LRG Thermo Plastic

• Spacious Kitchen and Bath

• Large Eating Area

• Backyard.

For information about our program for depressed teens, please call Paul Ambrosini, M.D., or Joanne Wullen, Ph.D. at (215) 842-4406.
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The Jhaveri Sisters,

Manipur Dance

Thursday, September 23, 1993, 8:00 P.M.

C. V. Chandrasekhar

and Troupe,

Bharata Natyan

Saturday, September 25, 1993, 8:00 P.M.

Don't Miss Two Outstanding Indian Dance Troupes on Their First U.S. Tour

The Jhaveri Sisters, Manipuri Dance

Thursday, September 23, 1993, 8:00 P.M.

C. V. Chandrasekhar and Troupe, Bharata Natyan

Saturday, September 25, 1993, 8:00 P.M.
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**Letters to the Editor**

**In Defense**

To the Editor:

Joel Brennberg is obviously an idiotic person. He is also one of the few columnists whose columns I read. This was not difficult to determine the other day when I opened my morning paper and saw his column. He then proceeded to write about how homosexuals are not fit for military service. His ignorance is astounding. He repeats the tired and preposterous claim that homosexuales are not fit for military service. This is an absolute lie. With the amount of research and evidence to the contrary, it is astounding that he would even make this claim. It is not even necessary to provide references or sources to prove this point. It is common knowledge that homosexuals are fit for military service. It is also known that homosexuals have served in the military with distinction. Brennberg's claim is simply a reflection of his ignorance and prejudice. It is unfortunate that people like him continue to make these kinds of statements.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

**Different Discipline**

To the Editor:

I have read the comments of Gregory Park and readers of The Daily Pennsylvania regarding the events of the past few weeks with great interest. I agree with Park that the theses of the Chester A. Brown and the Men's Studies programs are not the same. I believe that the two programs are distinct and that they serve different purposes. The Chester A. Brown program is designed to provide students with an understanding of the history and development of the black experience in America. The Men's Studies program, on the other hand, is designed to provide students with an understanding of the history and development of the male experience in America. These programs are not interchangeable.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
For W. X-C next year is this year

By JURIS JACOBS
Philadelphia Inquirer Staff Writer

The of women's cross country team. Do we have something to prove? Certainly not the 1993 Penn women's cross country team. For W. X-C, next year is this year.

Sage Johnson, who had a bunion re- Figured to be a slow season. But there were those who expected to go out. The women's cross country team, the Quakers have had a tremendous turnaround. For today's business needs.

In the past two games most of the players have been able to hit the top they were expected to. But the Big Green offense was expected to be strong. The Quakers were in the top two or three teams in the Ivy League. But the Bucknell offense was strong. For today's business needs.

The Big Green defense was stronger than the offense. The Quakers were in sync and we can score a lot more.
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Flash flood kills at least one Italian

In the Italian city of Genoa, flash floods caused severe damage and killed at least one person. An 11-year-old girl was swept away by rising waters. Authorities in Genoa reported that a 36-year-old woman died when a river burst its banks. Emergency services in the city are responding to the disaster.

Lindbergh's plane, which was built in San Diego.

The Lindbergh plane, which was built in San Diego, was the focus of a federal investigation. LINDBERGH'S plane, which was built in San Diego, was the focus of a federal investigation.

Lackawanna County district attorney involving a couple

A Lackawanna County district attorney is investigating a case involving a couple. The investigation is ongoing.

Wofford on tour to sell health plan

Senator Richard Wofford is on a tour to sell his health plan. Wofford and Bentsen addressed about 20 of the 38 full-time employees of a small business they will benefit from the proposal.

New crime bill introduced

A new crime bill has been introduced in Congress. The bill includes provisions for death penalty appeals, violent offenders, and small businesses. 

Washington — Crime bills calling for more police officers on the street, new federal death penalty provisions and limits on appeals by death-row inmates were introduced in the House and Senate on Tuesday.

In large part, the bills, which have a price tag of 30 billion over five years, resemble the one worked out by a Senate-Senate conference last summer and introduced in the House. The legislation was introduced by Senate Republicans over provisions involving the death-row inmates.

The bill includes a three-year moratorium on death penalty executions, while the Senate bill calls for a two-year moratorium. The House bill includes a three-year moratorium on death penalty executions, while the Senate bill calls for a two-year moratorium.

The Senate bill includes a three-year moratorium on death penalty executions, while the Senate bill calls for a two-year moratorium. The House bill includes a three-year moratorium on death penalty executions, while the Senate bill calls for a two-year moratorium. 


career development, former White House press secre-

The sentencing of ex-White House press sekertary James Brady, was shot during the 1981 assassination attempt on President Reagan.

Evelyn Dardar, 51, told police that in 1990 she was awarded a five-day waiting period for obtaining a check on would-be handgun buyers.

The sentencing of ex-White House press sekertary James Brady, was shot during the 1981 assassination attempt on President Reagan.

Groundbreaking

Construction is well in progress on the site of a new parking center at Walnut and 38th streets. The center is expected to open in early 2004.
By JEFF WIELAND

At 8 a.m. morning, while the
early birds are already making noises on
their beds and the less fortunate are
waking up to the smell of coffee, one
might expect that most of Penn's
women's tennis team would be in the
midst of a three-day individual tournament
which features some of the best
tennis players in the country. After
leaving the city, respectively. The Eastern
entirely have run and finished to-
time, the Penn women's
the No. 1 doubles tandem of se-
to encourage participation in


   UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA SENIORS
   to attend a presentation on the two-year program
   INVESTMENT BANKING
   FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM
   Monday, September 27, 1993
   5:00 P.M.
   Steinberg Hall - Dietrich Hall
   Room 351
   Reception to follow presentation


Bowman Scholarships
Travel Grants for Undergraduates
in Educational Programs
in the Developing Nations
of Africa, Asia, and Latin America
National Application Deadline
in Princeton, New Jersey
for the Office of International Programs
by October 15, 1993

INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday, September 29th at 4:00
Benjamin Hall, Room 224
or, see an advisor in the Office of International Programs

about eligibility requirements and application procedures
WANTED: University Student for part-time job (3-4 hours per day) in active Real Estate Office, to answer phones and hold light clerical duties. • Flexible hours. • Conveniently located near PENN campus.

Ask for Noel at Realty World Properties. Call 386-4202.

Lwt. Football pounds Princeton, 28-6

By BRIAN PEDERSON

This week's victory over Princeton was the most impressive win of the season for the Wharton football team. It was a dominant performance that showed the team's maturity and talent.

The opening scoring play occurred on a botched snap to Princeton's junior punter. Despite this, the Wharton defense held firm, allowing only a field goal on this drive. The quarterback then embarked on a powerful 15-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver, setting the tone for the rest of the game.

The Wharton offense dominated Princeton throughout the entire game, virtually shutting down their offense while scoring 28 points of their own. The Wharton defense was strong, allowing only 2 points from Princeton's offense.

Princeton fans were left with a sense of frustration as they watched their team crumble under the pressure of the Wharton defense. The score remained 28-6 throughout the game, with the Wharton team displaying a high level of confidence and skill.

This victory was a significant milestone for the Wharton football team, as it solidified their position at the top of the league standings. The team's performance was a testament to their hard work and dedication, demonstrating their ability to perform under pressure.

The Wharton fans were thrilled with this win, as it marked a crucial step towards securing a place in the playoffs. The team's success has brought a sense of pride and excitement to the Wharton community, with fans eagerly anticipating the remainder of the season.

The Wharton football team is now focused on preparing for their next game, determined to continue their winning streak and solidify their position as a top contender in the league. Fans are looking forward to seeing the team's continued growth and success in the forthcoming games.

The Wharton community is proud of their football team and their accomplishments. The team's hard work and dedication have brought joy to the fans, and the community is looking forward to many more exciting games to come.

---

Dadswars: Yom Kippur is tonight. Reserve your pre and post fast meals NOW!!

Yom Kippur pre-fast meal will be served tonight, Friday, September 24, at 4:15 p.m.

Break the Fast will be on Saturday, September 25 at 7:45 p.m. All meals are served at Hillel. Please reserve meals in advance. For more information call Penn Hillel 898-7391.
Sydney selected over Beijing to host 2000 Olympics

Braves beat Expos; Giants stay close; White Sox and Blue Jays move closer to clinching

Braves 6, Expos 3
Boston 1, Montreal 5
White Sox 6, Blue Jays 4

Baseball

The decision to return the Games to Sydney was made in Australia for the following reasons: the 1956 Melbourne Olympics were announced live to a worldwide audience; the support of the International Olympic Committee was determined prior to the selection of the committee by the International Olympic Committee; the selection of the committee was determined by the committee's 36 voting members.

Sydney's victory, after unsuccessful bids in 1988, 1992, and 1996, was due to its location in the Southern Hemisphere, which would be the first and all which athletes could live in the Olympic Village, with no more than 50 minutes away.

Heading into the vote, Beijing had appeared the favorite, with Sydney and Madrid, England, being the top two or three contenders for the title of host city, were considered out of the running.

As members of the Sydney delegation, and officials from the Australian Olympic Committee, appeared in the meeting, the members felt that Sydney was the obvious choice.

Despite its beauty and facilities, the Sydney region was faced with a slight disadvantage because of the decision to return the Games to the United States, which could affect any future bidding.

The competition for the Games has been fierce, with Beijing's campaign— an ambitious, controversial attempt to bring the Olympics to the city—determined to win despite the absence of evidence.

When they began the trip to Kansas City, Oakland, and the host city, they played three games, all with a victory on the road against the White Sox and Blue Jays, who moved closer to clinching.

Sydney, with an AL-leading .542 on the year, moved into the lead after winning its 10th straight decision and lowered its major league-leading ERA to 1.41. St. Louis was 10th in the NL with a 5.30 ERA.

The Really Important Facts

- The decision to return the Games to Sydney will cause a $400 million increase in the Games, bringing the total cost to $540 million.
- The Games will be held in the Southern Hemisphere, which will be the first time in which all athletes could live in the Olympic Village, with no more than 50 minutes away.
- Heading into the vote, Beijing had appeared the favorite, with Sydney and Madrid, England, being the top two or three contenders for the title of host city, were considered out of the running.

The decision to return the Games to Sydney was made in Australia for the following reasons: the 1956 Melbourne Olympics were announced live to a worldwide audience; the support of the International Olympic Committee was determined prior to the selection of the committee by the International Olympic Committee; the selection of the committee was determined by the committee's 36 voting members.

Sydney's victory, after unsuccessful bids in 1988, 1992, and 1996, was due to its location in the Southern Hemisphere, which would be the first and all which athletes could live in the Olympic Village, with no more than 50 minutes away.

Heading into the vote, Beijing had appeared the favorite, with Sydney and Madrid, England, being the top two or three contenders for the title of host city, were considered out of the running.

As members of the Sydney delegation, and officials from the Australian Olympic Committee, appeared in the meeting, the members felt that Sydney was the obvious choice.

Despite its beauty and facilities, the Sydney region was faced with a slight disadvantage because of the decision to return the Games to the United States, which could affect any future bidding.

The competition for the Games has been fierce, with Beijing's campaign— an ambitious, controversial attempt to bring the Olympics to the city—determined to win despite the absence of evidence.
Quakers can't let up after win

Football travels to Bucknell

By MICHAEL LIEF
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

It was a non-conference win when the Penn football team defeated Dartmouth last weekend. But the Quakers avenged last season's upset loss to the victorious Big Green, and in the process made a statement that this young team could be seeing some success in Philadelphia.

Football fans bought the champagne bottles just yet, and certainly not the Penn coaching staff. Those kind of thoughts before the Quakers kick off today at Bucknell time-

I'm sure you gave the respect that Bucknell is due, if we don't play with the same intensity, if we don't coach with the same fervor, then we won't get the same results," Saglani said. "I'm not happy with their practice habits. You can take that time to water, but you can't make it drink. "Our coaches are on the tryout and we're trying to get them to understand that for the amount of talent they have and the confidence it's our first Ivy League game this season just a week away, the Penn volleyball team is looking to take the next step in this weekend's Quaker Classic. All four squads feel that they have a legitimate chance to win the tournament, which should make for competitive matches throughout.

"It's a good test for us right now," senior captain Mike Greaves said. "We're 2-2 and if we come out unscathed we could see Rice's McLaughlin, otherwise known as "Pow-"...errin Camner (4-0)
Scott Littman (1-3)
Dwayne Sye (1-3)
Lafayette last week the Quakers can take that next step in this weekend's

"Certainly we are coming in looking to win the whole thing," Inside Volleyball College coach Nadine Lilavois said. "But, that will take hard work and a fighting spirit. You can never under estimate your opponents. You will be made even more interested by the fact that the teams are extremely un familiar with each other. Although all four schools are receiving something similar, you will undoubtedly have to some adjustments during matches.

You can never focus on one thing in preparation for a volleyball match. Lilavois said. "Very rarely do we think about winning the

HCORDEAU/ Staff Photographer
Vball aims to improve for second Ivy League title

By JEREMY WALENTAS
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Penn defeated Textile 4-2 on Wednesday - a coincidence as we Swamis gassed absolutely NO idea where Bucknell was. It just goes to show you that anything can happen through loud and insistent as we Swamis gassed up our Magic Carpets and made that a first in the history of the Ancient Eight. Of course, we could stay far away from the Weenie, but we did bump into a chimp by the name of Steve McClure, otherwise known as "Prate Khan Gong" to the rest of us.

This kind gentleman was nice enough to show us our way back to the Pink Palace after we got lost in Lewisham, Ps.

The Penn field hockey team begins defense of the Ivy League title Sunday against Dartmouth.

F. Hockey begins its quest for second Ivy League title

By ANDY MIRAN
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

"We're really confident," senior co-captain funky Magdziak said. "We've had a lot of prac tice with these other teams. We've been look ing forward to this for a long time."

"Certainly we are coming in looking to win the whole thing," Inside Volleyball College coach Nadine Lilavois said. "But, that will take hard work and a fighting spirit. You can never under estimate your opponents. You will be made even more interested by the fact that the teams are extremely unfi

With the start of the Ivy League season just a week away, the Penn volleyball team is looking to take the next step in its season and win this weekend's Quaker Classic. All four squads feel that they have a legitimate chance to win the tournament, which should make for competitive matches throughout.

"It's a good test for us right now," senior captain Mike Greaves said. "We're 2-2 and if we come out unscathed we could see Rice's McLaughlin, otherwise known as "Pow-"...errin Camner (4-0)
Scott Littman (1-3)
Dwayne Sye (1-3)
Lafayette last week the Quakers can take that next step in this weekend's

"Certainly we are coming in looking to win the whole thing," Inside Volleyball College coach Nadine Lilavois said. "But, that will take hard work and a fighting spirit. You can never under estimate your opponents. You will be made even more interested by the fact that the teams are extremely unfamiliar with each other. Although all four schools are receiving something similar, you will undoubtedly have to some adjustments during matches.

You can never focus on one thing in preparation for a volleyball match. Lilavois said. "Very rarely do we think about winning the